
CATTLE DRIVE
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DESCRIPTION //
Move ‘em out! This is your chance to show your stuff on the open range. It’s an authentic western cattle drive in the heart of some real cattle country. Saunter on into the
stables + trust our experienced wrangler to saddle you up right. Then it’s time to head out for some cowboy cutting, wrangling + roping + a taste of life the way it once was in
the Old American West. We know you’re a city slicker now… but by the time you return, you’ll be an “old cow hand”.

NOTE //
Suggested Attire: Closed-toe shoes, long pants, hat, sunglasses + sunscreen
Participants will need to read + sign Release of Liability waivers.
Not recommended for expectant mothers, or individuals with serious health disorders; weight restrictions of 265 lbs applies.
Helmets available upon request.
1.5 hour ride.
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HORSEBACK RIDING

DESCRIPTION //
Whether you’re a drugstore cowboy or a city slicker, it’s time to saddle up. + we’ve got the horse for you! Relax as our professional guides take you on the most scenic
horseback riding trails in Arizona. Enjoy the breathtaking sites as you wander by flowering cactus, rugged mountains + abundant plant + animal life during your ride. This
scenic trail ride meanders through the lush Sonoran Desert + gradually climbs to grassy mesas with soaring cottonwoods, sandy washes + spectacular views. A true
Southwestern experience!

NOTE //
Suggested Attire: Closed-toe shoes, long pants, hat, sunglasses + sunscreen
Participants will need to read + sign Release of Liability waivers.
Not recommended for expectant mothers, or individuals with serious health disorders; weight restrictions of 265 lbs applies.
Helmets available upon request.
1.5 hour ride.



HUMMER ADVENTURE
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DESCRIPTION //
Ever driven over a tree? Or how about crossing a deep ravine that looks like it would swallow a small car? This vehicle is amazing!

Welcome to an off road adventure like none other! Guests will be met at the hotel by our customized Hum-vee four-wheel drive vehicles + our professional driver/guides.
Guests are always grinning as they climb into the over-sized vehicles for the short briefing + departure to the off road trails. Once guests are loaded, the adventure begins!

Soon your guests will be lumbering down the trail enjoying the sights + the sounds of the desert from this crazy vehicle. The driver guide will share his or her knowledge of
the flora + fauna + will thrill your guests with the capabilities of the Hummer. One of your guests may be able to reach out + touch the ground while another sits 6 feet in
the air as the Hummer treks across the Sonoran Desert. Your guests will return to the hotel with stories to share + memories to last a long, long time!

NOTE //
Suggested Attire: Closed toe shoes, sunglasses + sunscreen
Not recommended for expectant mothers, or individuals with serious health disorders.
This tour operates hummer tours regardless of rain, wind or other weather conditions.
Participants will need to read + sign Release of Liability waivers.
Up to 10 guests per Hummer
Approx. 2 hour tour.



UTV ADVENTURE
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DESCRIPTION //
You’re in for a real treat when you flip the switch on the toughest UTV the Sonoran Desert has ever seen. This four-seater Kawasaki Teryx4 can be filled to capacity + can still
climb trails, crawl boulders, + zip all over the desert without it—or you—breaking a sweat. Our Arizona UTV Adventures will have you coming back again + again!

Whether you’re craving adventure or simply want to enjoy some sightseeing at your own pace, this UTV is dialed in to deliver. With electric power steering, a thrilling V-Twin
engine, + enough towing capacity to take everything (+ everyone) with you, this exhilarating drive handles like a dream. Your UTV has been revamped to make your next off-
roading excursion your best one yet.

NOTE //
Suggested Attire: Long pants, long-sleeved shirt, closed toe shoes + sunglasses
Guests should expect to be dusty – face masks not required, but recommended for dust.
Guests must be at least 18 years of age.
Participants will need to read + sign Release of Liability waivers.
Up to 4 guests per UTV, riders can switch to allow others opportunity to drive.
Approx. 2 hour tour.



ATV ADVENTURE
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DESCRIPTION //
Where the pavement ends, this adventure begins! Hit the dirt!

The ATV Extreme Desert Encounter plunges your guests into the middle of the Sonoran Desert + they are in control! With helmets in place + dust in the air, they will navigate
the terrain + blaze their own trail lead by experienced desert Guides.

Be sure the hot rods take time to appreciate the diverse range of wildlife that might cross the trail including javalina, coyotes, jackrabbits + birds of prey. They’ll maneuver
up + over dry sandy creek beds, red rock ravines + rugged mountainsides dotted with a medley of prickly pear + teddy bear cholla cacti.

This is an outstanding way to experience both the beauty + the ruggedness of the Sonoran Desert.

NOTE //
Suggested Attire: Long pants, long-sleeved shirt, closed toe shoes + sunglasses
Guests should expect to be dusty – face masks not required, but recommended for dust.
Guests must be at least 18 years of age.
Participants will need to read + sign Release of Liability waivers.
Single rider ATVs
Approx. 2 hour tour.
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